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Transfer and Accommodation
TRANSFER
1. On August 24, the day when most participants arrive, a special person with a nameplate
IUTAM-2006 will be present in the airports Sheremetyevo II and Domodedovo.
We ask you to inform us ASAP about your arrivals and your requirement in taxi for fixing
the way to meet you and the time for our representatives to be in the airports. Their
names, phones and time of presence in the airports will be given closer to August 24.
2. We will organize
− a van for meeting people who arrive practically in the same time; in this case you will
pay your transfer at the registration ($ 25 / 20 Eu / 650 R);
Because of the traffic, long period between the flights and out of the limits of the working day we will book
taxis.

− A taxi for the individuals will be coordinated by our representative during the working
day. Out of this time the driver will meet you in the airport with a nametable.
− Depending on the car, the price of transfer from Domodedovo is 1170-1230 R / $45-50
/ Eu 35-38.
− Depending on the car, the price of transfer from Sheremetyevo II is 1080-1170 R /
$40-45 / Eu 32-35.
− We will ask the taxi company to take money in roubles (what is, in general, the way they
should take money), dollars and euros, as the exchange in the airports is bad (but you may
also change a small amount or withdraw money in roubles in the banking machine). The driver
of the company GO-TO must give you a receipt after you have paid.
− The driver of the company GO-TO will wait for you in the airport for 1.5 hour after the
landing of your flight; this is included in the price of the transfer.
The details on your meeting will be discussed after you inform us about your arrival and a
request for a transfer (yakovenko_o@list.ru – Olga Yakovenko; sokol@aqua.laser.ru –
Mikhail Sokolovskiy)
ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO GET MOSCOW FROM THE AIRPORTS
Domodedovo:
1. There is a special train-express from Domodedovo to Paveletsky Vokzal (station); the
ticket costs 120 R ($5 / 3.5 Eu). You must pay only in roubles.
The Paveletsky Vokzal is located near the Metro station with the same name. There
are 2 lines: circular – brown and radial – green. Your further way is according the
recommendations in “How to get to…” placed recently in the Symposium site.

There is other train with many stops which goes to the same Paveletsky Vokzal. It
costs 55 R ($2 / 1.5 Eu)
2. You may take a bus-express from the airport to the Metro station Domodedovskaya. It
costs 40 R ($1.5 / 1.2 Eu). You pay in roubles.
This is a station on the green radial line. Your further way is according the
recommendations “How to get to…” placed recently in the Symposium site.
3. You may take a public van from the airport to the Metro station Domodedovskaya. It
costs 50 R ($1.9 / 1.5 Eu). You pay in roubles.
Sheremetyevo II:
1. There is a special train from (SVO II) station Lobnia to Savelovsky Vokzal (station).
From the airport there are special buses which bring people to the station Lobnia, they
are connected to the departure of the special train.
The ticket costs 15 (bus) + 60 (train) = 75 R ($3 / 2.2 Eu). You must pay only in
roubles.
2. You may take a bus-express from the airport to the Metro station Rechnoy Vokzal. The
price is about the same as from Domodedovo. You pay in roubles.
This is a station on the green radial line. Your further way is according the
recommendations in “How to get to…” placed recently in the Symposium site.
3. You may take a public van from the airport to the Metro station Rechnoy Vokzal or
Planernaya (on the crimson metro-line). The price is about the same as from
Domodedovo. You pay in roubles.
4. City buses
−

No 851 to the Metro station Rechnoy Vokzal (green line). The price is 13 R as in the
city. If you have no the transport card you buy it at the driver for 15 R. You pay in
roubles. The bus runs slowly as it makes all the stops.

−

No 817 to the Metro station Planernaya (crimson line). The price is 13 R as in the
city. If you have no the transport card you buy it at the driver for 15 R. You pay in
roubles. The bus runs slowly as it makes all the stops.

Your further way is according the recommendations in “How to get to…” placed recently in
the Symposium site.

ACCOMMODATION
1. Most of the participants will live in the Hotel UNIVERSITETSKAYA. You may find it in the
plan which is placed in the site.
This year 3 big economy class hotels were closed in Moscow, what caused a problem with
booking hotels and a significant growth of prices. That’s why we could book rooms in the
hotel which is not very close to the Mathematical Institute.
We booked single and doubles rooms according to your requests. The price for a single
room is 3000 R ($115 / 90 Eu), for a double / double-bedded room is 3400 R ($130 /
101 Eu). These rooms have refrigerator, TV set and a bathroom. The administrator has a
safe for money.
There is a good cheep café in the hotel, and its speciality is – they have vegetarian food,
as this hotel rends services to pilgrims. Another café is aside the hotel. Just around there
are small food stores and 2 bigger stores father from the hotel (see the map of the area,
placed in the site).
The administration prefer that the guests pay the lodging with cash, and they have a
banking machine just near them, but it is possible also to pay with most frequent credit
cards (but they don’t like this).
In the mornings a bus will take the participants to the Steklov Mathematical Institute. The
first day, after the banquet the bus will bring people back to the hotel Universitetskaya. In
the other days you will get your hotel yourself after sessions.
2. Some of the participants had a chance, and obtained rooms in the Hotel SPUTNIK, which
is not far from MIAN. By the way, it is more expensive, that Universitetskaya.
On Sunday, 27 we will organize a tour of Moscow in a (two) bus. Number of buses will
depend on the number of people who will take part in the excursion. We have to book
them 2 weeks before the tour. Because of this you are kindly requested to inform us in
your interest in this tour (yakovenko_o@list.ru – Olga Yakovenko; sokol@aqua.laser.ru –
Mikhail Sokolovskiy).
Would you like to look Information “EXCURSIONS”, placed in the site.

